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on may 20, 2020, the court ordered pamela l. burch, the owner of a california retail store called
f.a.s.t! fitness, to pay $300,000 in criminal fines and $12,000 in restitution after a federal jury
convicted burch of conspiring to sell items that were misbranded. according to the criminal

information and the government's factual proffer, burch, between 2016 and 2017, conspired with the
owners of a company called natural gym to distribute misbranded herbal and dietary supplements to

her store. the supplements were falsely labeled to advertise they contained guarana, fish oil, and
other ingredients to promote weight loss. under the label, all the products were sold as containing

"guarana," a substance that has never been approved for use as a dietary supplement by the fda. on
may 19, 2020, the court sentenced emily a. blitch, a resident of florida, to two years of probation and

a $15,000 fine after pleading guilty to a one-count information charging her with conspiracy to
commit mail fraud. according to the information, blitch and her former boyfriend, jeffrey louis james,
of pennsylvania, conspired to send fraudulent charitable requests to the united states postal service
that were intended to collect money from unsuspecting taxpayers. on september 11, 2020, the u.s.

district court for the district of new jersey entered a consent decree in united states v. american
phone and power, inc., no. 2:18-cr-00005-rjh-gwg. the court ordered american phone and power, inc.
(appi), a new jersey-based retail service provider, to pay $21.5 million to the united states to settle

claims arising from an illegal scheme to defraud customers of at&t, verizon, and sprint using
unauthorized wireless mobile device cards (or sim cards). appi is a retail service provider whose
customers purchase prepaid mobile phone service from at&t, verizon, and sprint to activate the

devices. appi is a reseller of sim cards and other wireless mobile device cards, and makes certain
retail services available to its customers, including equipment financing. the government alleged
that in 2018, appi provided and sold sim cards to customers without requiring the customers to

activate the sim cards through at&t, verizon, or sprint. at the time of the government’s investigation,
appi employed approximately 300 people who were responsible for, among other things, supporting
sales of sim cards. the complaint alleged that appi knew that the customers would have to activate
the sim cards through their carriers’ networks, and that the sim cards provided by appi could not be
activated without the sim cards being in good working order. the government further alleged that

appi distributed sim cards with counterfeit authorization from at&t, verizon, and sprint, and that appi
failed to request sufficient and appropriate information from customers in order to authenticate the
sim cards and the customers’ accounts. the government alleged that appi’s conduct constituted a

scheme to defraud customers of at&t, verizon, and sprint, in violation of the federal trade
commission act and the commodity exchange act, and charged appi with various violations of the

federal mail and wire fraud statutes. according to the complaint, appi’s conduct resulted in
approximately $136 million in lost sales of verizon, sprint, and at&t prepaid service products to its

customers, and appi was able to generate over $10.5 million in revenues through the illegal activity.
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on january 23, 2020, a federal judge in miami sentenced a woman to nine months of home
confinement and three years of probation for selling counterfeit makeup and beauty products.

according to the complaint in the case, the woman, lena grover, operated a business in south miami
called “high class beauty,” where she sold makeup, hair care, and skin care products for a range of

prices. according to the complaint, the products were poorly made, low quality, and often
counterfeit, including unauthorized copies of the popular brands wet n wild and l’oreal. between

2015 and 2018, grover sold more than $600,000 in counterfeit products to consumers. in the pre-
sentencing memorandum, the government recommended a sentence of home confinement followed

by three years of supervised release. the government stated that home confinement was
appropriate because grover had no prior criminal history, and was expected to spend the majority of
her time at home with her family and to work. the government also stated that grover’s offense was
nonviolent, and that she deserved a sentence that provided sufficient deterrence to others. on june
12, 2019, judge robert s. lasnik entered an order prohibiting sales of dietary supplements that are
represented to be able to cure or prevent disease or cure or prevent disease. the court found that
the defendant would likely succeed in showing that the products are unapproved new drugs under

the fdca. the order also provides that the defendant will be subject to ongoing compliance reporting,
with the results reported to fda. the order is available at this link. in addition, the defendant will be

required to use disclaimers that clearly and prominently advise consumers that the products are not
approved by the fda and do not treat or cure any disease. 5ec8ef588b
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